
Hello Parents/ Guardians, 

Your child is enrolled in Beginning Film and Animation.  This course focuses on the basics of 

film and animation.  This year your student will be watching various films in class to analyze them for a 

better understanding of the unit we are studying.  We will be watching various films in which the students 

will look for character, plot and symbolic archetypes as well as common visuals and editing examples.  

Students will be completing projects that coincide with the films we are watching.  The students will get 

the chance to see how real editors, directors, cinematographers, and other professional film makers create 

movies. 

I believe firmly that these films will help your student understand the concepts that we will be 

discussing.  However, you are the parent/guardian and are the final arbitrator of what your child may 

view.   I am going to include all films as part of this permission slip.  If you object to any of the films that 

may be viewed, you may make an objection to those films.  If any films are added during the course of 

the class that are not G or PG, you will be receiving an email.  The films that are not rated G or PG, 

will only be shown as scenes that match with the unit being studied.  I have also edited or altered 

scenes from all the movies that IMDB’s Parental Guide has flagged.  Feel free to view the Parent’s 

Guide on imdb.com for each of the films for a breakdown of what may be questionable in the films if you 

are not familiar with the film.  If you have an issue with a specific film on the list, please make sure you 

note that bellow, and I will make different accommodations for your child.  Please sign and return this 

with your student on Wednesday, 8/15. 

Possible Films to Show: 

Films in Bold have been edited/modified or will NOT be shown in full.  Any films that are rated R will 

only be shown as school appropriate clips. 

 

____ I give permission for my child to watch any of the above films. 

____ I do not give permission for my child to watch any of the above films. 

____ I object to the following film(s), but my child may view the rest of the films:  

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

________________________    _________________________          ________________ 

Parent Signature                  Student Signature       Date 

 

The Kid- Charlie 

Chaplin (NR) 

Paul Blart Mall Cop 

(PG) 

Moonrise Kingdom 

(PG-13) 
Princess Bride (PG) 

Brave (PG) Ratatouille (PG) Missing Link (PG) Waking Sleeping 

Beauty (PG) 

ET (PG) Scott Pilgrim vs The 

World (PG-13) 

Cloudy with a Chance 

of Meatballs 2 (PG) 

Wall.e (G) 

Finding Nemo (PG) Pleasantville (PG-13) A Quiet Place (PG-13)  

Honey I shrunk the 

Kids (PG) 

ParaNorman (PG) Spiderman into the 

Spiderverse (PG) 

 

Inside Out (PG) Shrek (PG) Big Fish (PG-13)  

Monster House (PG) The Wizard of Oz (PG) Inception (PG-13)  

Polar Express (PG) Up (PG) The Matrix (R)  


